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15 th august 2013, Independence day….

what is true freedom…
Where there is freedom, there is independence and
there is happiness…..
Our country declared itself independent nation,
free from the British rules on this day years back,
and there was liberation and happiness…but are
we truly free and independent???
Why not we all soul‐ar beings on this earth know
the meaning of freedom?
We human beings are soul‐ar beings..means we
are just not body, mind and intellect but there is
another very important part of us that is our true
essence—the soul..when the soul declares its own independence from the bondage of desires,
lust, ego, materialistic obsessions, it soars with exhilaration and freedom, it travels into
spiritual realms and unite with its Source, the Creator, The Supreme Power. That is the time of
true happiness, the bliss state, the truth…
The journey begins with our awareness, activating the third eye, understanding the inhibition
created by fears and ignorance, enlightening minds with higher truth and higher awareness,
allowing our inner realms such as astral, causal and super causal region to be one with the
super soul and experience limitless bliss, joy and Divine love…
We all are a part of The Divine.. our true nature is bliss, joy and love… today’s modern world
of competition and stress, we have forgotten our true essence and are living in automatic
driving mode…
It’s time to drop all the worries, stress and anxieties, and understand what causes this worries
and takes away your peace of mind….. it’s time to give up on ego and understand what is true
love by giving love, being lovable and being loved…. it’s time to give up on so called
imaginary happiness by collecting objects and possessions and understand what is true
happiness is to care and give time to your loved ones by giving your time and attention…it’s
time to give up any fears that does not allow us to connect with our true spirits…. it’s time to
know the limitation of our knowledge, awareness, information, wisdom, ignorance, which

keeps us soaring in limited parameters of so called bliss, joy and happiness….. it’s time to
learn from nature and live with nature.. it’s time to know who we are and why we are
here..it’s time to strike balance in all relationships…. it’s time to strike balance between
spiritual and materialistic world… it’s time to release doubts, jealousy and confusion… it’s
time to give up on your anger, sadness, fears and worries….it’s time to release past baggage
and future worries….it’s time to become happy and free and enjoy true Independence day….
With Divine Guidance
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